
Amendments to the Claims

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims

in the application:

Listing of Claims:

1 . (currently amended) A steering wheel adapted for replacing a

rotatable control shaft-mounted finger dial of an RG control unit, comprising:

a wheel having a diameter at least as large as at4east--0ne--dfmeR8iop{--of

a Gido the height of the RG control unit adjacent to the wheel;

a coupler located on one side of the wheel for engaging the RG control

unit; and

at least one bore passing through the wheel;

wherein a fastener is positioned within the bore for removably

connecting the wheel to the control shaft of the RG control unit.

2. (original) The steering wheel of claim 1 , wherein the coupler includes

a rod extending from the wheel for matingly engaging the control shaft.

3. (original) The steering wheel of claim 2, wherein the bore passes

through the rod, and the control shaft includes an aperture for receiving the

fastener.

4. (original) The steering wheel of claim 1 , wherein the wheel includes

a plurality of apertures positioned radially about the coupler, the apertures

being sized so as to accommodate the fingers of a user.

5. (currently amended) A steering wheel adapted for replacing a

rotatable control shaft-mounted finger dial of an RG control unit, comprising:

a wheel having a diameter at least as large as at-teast-fyje-dlfneRsleft-ef

a-side-the width of the RG control unit adjacent to the wheel;

a coupler located on one side of the wheel for engaging the RG control
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unit, wherein the wheel includes a plurality of apertures positioned radially

about the coupler, and the apertures are sized so as to accommodate the

fingers of a user; and

at least one bore passing through the wheel;

wherein a fastener is positioned within the bore for removably

connecting the wheel to the control shaft of the RC control unit.

6. (original) The steering wheel of claim 5, wherein the coupler includes

a rod extending from the wheel for matingly engaging the control shaft.

7. (original) The steering wheel of claim 6, wherein the bore passes

through the rod and the shaft includes an aperture for receiving the fastener.

8. (original) An RC control assembly, comprising:

a steering wheel having a diameter at least as large as at least one

dimension of a side of an RC control unit adjacent to the wheel;

an RC control unit body including a rotatable control shaft; and

a coupler located on one side of the steering wheel for engaging the

rotatable control shaft.

9. (original) The RC control assembly of claim 8, wherein the steering

wheel includes at least one bore passing through the steering wheel, and a

fastener is positioned within the bore for removably connecting the steering

wheel to the RC control unit.

10. (original) The RC control assembly of claim 9, wherein the coupler

includes a rod extending from the steering wheel for matingly engaging the

control shaft.
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1 1 . (original) The RC control assembly of claim 10, wherein the bore

passes through the rod, and the shaft includes an aperture for receiving the

fastener.

1 2. (original) The RC control assembly of claim 8, wherein the wheel

includes a plurality of apertures positioned radially about the coupler, the

apertures being sized so as to accommodate the fingers of a user.

13. (currently amended) An RC control assembly, comprising:

a steering wheel having a diameter at least as large as -r. .v- .^'-^

o " . ^ " - V V ^ " of an RC control unit adjacent to the wheel and

including at least one bore passing through the wheel;

an RC control unit body including a rotatable control shaft;

a fastener positioned within the bore for removably connecting the wheel

to the RC control unit;

a coupler located on one side of the steering wheel for engaging the

rotatable control shaft; and

a plurality of apertures positioned radially about the coupler, the

apertures being sized so as to accommodate the fingers of a user

14. (original) The RC control assembly of claim 13, wherein the coupler

includes a rod extending from the wheel for matingly engaging the control

shaft.

15. (original) The RC control assembly of claim 14, wherein the bore

passes through the rod, and the shaft includes an aperture for receiving the

fastener.
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